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Introduction

Visual inspection is the oldest method for quality control. The human 
eye is excellent at detecting cracks, deformities, scratches, missing 
components, and other errors and issues that can impact quality. 

However, manufacturers have a lot to lose if they mistakenly send poor 
quality products to their end-customers. Can they always trust that their 
human inspectors are alert and objective? And while machine vision 
has made tremendous strides in reducing quality escapes, there are still 
times when human inspection is more cost-effective.    

Humans versus Machines

Humans excel at sensing differences through sight, touch, and even 
smell depending on the product. We can distinguish subtle flaws, 
variations or differences, and can adjust when faced with 
unpredictability. Humans are also easily trained. We learn by example 
and can adapt for new products or requirements.  

However, technology brings speed, accuracy, and repeatability that we 
simply can’t match as humans. And despite some human advantages, 
we also suffer from a number of limitations. Our eyes can be easily 

tricked making us unreliable. Try and count 
the black dots in Figure 1. A machine vision 
system makes decisions faster, thanks to higher 
processing speeds and an ever-expanding 
memory capacity. Automation can also be 
programmed to be unbiased and consistently 
accurate.  

Figure 1: Humans are very good at inspection. We can use 
our senses and are quick to learn and adapt, but we can also 
be easily fooled. Try and count the black dots in this image.
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Unfortunately, unlike machines we get tired, bored, distracted, and can 
make subjective decisions. As a result, most manual inspection tasks 
can exhibit error rates of 20-30 percent, primarily due to human error. 
Typically, these errors are related to missing a defect, incorrect assembly, 
or a “false positive”, where an operator identifies an issue that does not 
exist.  Considering these error rates, the resulting higher costs due to 
waste and manufacturing downtime, and the impact of poor product 
quality on brand perception, there’s an obvious opportunity to leverage 
technology advances in order to help human inspectors. 

AI-Powered Decision Support 

Adding AI decision-support to visual inspection helps speed production, 
improve end-to-end product quality, and provides more qualitative 
product evaluation to ensure manufacturing processes are repeatable 
and traceable. As end-markets increasingly demand more customized 
products, human inspection can sometimes be more cost-effective and 
adaptive than automated processes for on-demand and low volume 
manufacturing. 

New visual inspection systems leveraging edge processing platforms 
make it easier and more cost-effective for manufacturers to add 
decision-support for incoming, in-progress, and finished goods. These 
systems provide pre-packaged inspection apps that can be easily 
customized and retrained for specific requirements, including verifying 
components, inspecting labelling, and checking assembly. 

Figure 2: A fully integrated 
visual inspection system 
includes a camera, display, edge 
processing, and pre-packaged 
common inspection skills, 
while ‘no code’ development 
platforms enable easy 
customization for unique 
requirements. 
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Simplified AI Training 

One of the most significant hurdles for manufacturers considering 
AI-based inspection is algorithm development. There is a perception 
that it requires specialized skills, or expensive consulting to deploy the 
technology for manufacturing applications. 

For visual inspection systems, pre-packaged apps for common 
requirements can be quickly trained and deployed without requiring 
programming language expertise. With just one good image (a “golden 
reference”), the system can begin highlighting potential differences and 
deviations for an operator. 

As the operator accepts or rejects potential errors, the AI model is 
transparently trained based on their decisions. After even just one 

inspection, the AI model will start automatically 
suggesting a decision for the operator. Over time, the 
speed and accuracy of automated decision-making 
will improve as the system continuously learns from 
operator preferences. In comparison, most AI inspection 
tools require numerous good and bad images, plus 

time-consuming and expensive algorithm development, before they 
can be deployed in production. 

 Manual Processes and Data “Black Holes”

In the manufacturing market, there has been a huge push toward 
capturing and analyzing data to help improve processes. There is now 
a multitude of vendors with software solutions to help organizations 
make sense of the huge amounts of data that they can gather from 
manufacturing operations. Armed with analyzed data, a manufacturer 
can potentially implement process efficiencies to help speed time-to-
market, lower costs, and reduce waste.

Over time, the speed and accuracy 
of automated decision-making will 
improve as the system continuously 
learns from operator preferences.
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However, many processes still rely on human visual inspection where 
little to no data is captured. Quality managers consistently note that it 
would be ideal to capture data from these manual steps — for example, 
how many errors are captured, how many products have been screened, 
and why was a certain decision made — to truly evaluate end-to-end 
processes.

Tracking and Reporting apps can collect data from manual steps. 
An image save tool, which lets an operator capture a photo of every 
inspected product and save data to their resource planning software, 
can quickly resolve a potential in-field product issue. With these apps, 
manufacturers can start to fill in “data black holes” and gain a more 
complete view of processes, helping to ensure product quality, increase 
efficiencies, and resolve errors quickly when they do happen.

Electronics Inspection and AI Decision-Support 

DICA is an electronics contract manufacturer located just outside of 
Ottawa, Ontario, that services an expansive list of healthcare, industrial 
controls, telecommunications, security, and digital imaging companies 
located in “Silicon Valley North”. The company specializes in high quality 
electronic assembly services for the small-to-medium volume market. 
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Serving a high-value, lower volume market can pose inspection 
challenges for the company, as not all products are well-suited to 
automated processes. As a result, a number of products are primarily 
inspected by human operators. The company prides itself on its 
exemplary record for product quality, and views the automated 
Visual Inspection System as a method to add decision-support for its 
inspectors. 

The manufacturer uses inspection apps to help operators detect errors 
such as incorrect components and orientation, solder defects, and 
through hole issues, for unique component types, assembly steps, 
and custom low-run products where automated optical inspection 
(AOI) is too complex and expensive. The app compare capabilities are 
used to match the approved layout and final production for electronic 
assemblies. The system quickly compares the placement of components 
on the circuit board, and highlights differences and deviations for the 
human inspector before it moves to the next step in the manufacturing 
process, or to final packaging. 

Tracking and Report apps provide DICA with data 
from manual inspection processes, which helps speed 
investigation when in-field quality issues are reported 
by customers, allowing the company to prevent future 
mistakes. The manufacturer uses the app to record 
and save images of visually inspected products and 
upload them to its quality management system. The 
manufacturer can refer back to data to verify that a 

good product left the facility, as well as help to pinpoint downstream 
issues that may have impacted quality for the customer. Without data, 
resolving these types of issues can be a long and complicated process 
that costs both the company and their customer valuable time and 
money.

Tracking and Report apps provide 
DICA with data from manual 
inspection processes, which helps 
speed investigation when in-field 
quality issues are reported by 
customers, allowing the company to 
prevent future mistakes. 
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For the manufacturer, the Visual Inspection System offers many 
valuable benefits: 

• It reduces subjective decision-making for the human operator, 
especially over a long shift, where the operator can rely on the system 
ensure consistency and accuracy. 

• It provides valuable cost-savings, as errors can be detected during 
different phases of production. 

• The scalable system is quickly trained with images of “good products” 
for multiple product lines. 

• There are no programming skills required. An operator or quality 
manager can transparently train the AI model to enhance decision-
support. 

• It’s faster and easier to train employees for inspection requirements, 
or any time a new product is added, or for new employees to better 
understand the difference between good and bad products. 

• Tracking & Reporting apps help to reduce time, cost, and risk, enabling 
better traceability processes if a potential error is detected in the field. 

“Pleora’s Visual Inspection System 
provides a ‘second set of eyes’ 
for our human inspectors. 
“Human visual inspection is a key 
component of our manufacturing 
processes, and Pleora’s system helps 
our operators make consistent 
and reliable decisions to ensure 
we always deliver to the quality 
standards expected by our 
customers.”  
        — Steve Vaughan, Vice President, 
                                        Operations, DICA 
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Changing Visual Inspection 

Adding decision-support and automated processes for visual inspection 
helps ensure consistency. The technology can aid a tired operator at the 
end of a shift, a new employee who is unsure of what makes a product 

“good” or “bad”, as well as simply 
speed the inspection process 
overall. It lets manufacturers take 
advantage of new technologies for 
processes where automation is cost 
prohibitive, including low volume 
production. 

As part of a wider Industry 4.0 
initiative, automation and decision-
support tools for visual inspection 
can help provide real-time process 
visibility to drive data-based 
decisions. 

Pleora’s Visual Inspection System
Pleora’s Visual Inspection System is a camera-based solution 
with integrated Inspection and Tracking & Reporting apps 
that are easily trained on a manufacturer’s unique products 
and processes. 

With just one good image, Inspection apps for incoming, 
in-process, and final quality control steps automatically 
compare products to a “golden reference” and visually 
highlight differences and deviations for an operator. As the 
operator accepts or rejects potential errors, the AI model is 
transparently trained based on their decisions. 

After even just one inspection, the AI model will start 
automatically suggesting a decision for the operator. Over 
time, the speed and accuracy of automated decision-making 
will improve as the system continuously learns from operator 
preferences. In comparison, most AI inspection tools 
require numerous good and bad images plus time-
consuming and expensive algorithm development 
before they can be deployed in production. 

Integrated Tracking & Reporting apps include 
automated and customizable reporting tools to 
provide data and insight on manual tasks. Typically, 
collecting actionable data from manual processes is 
a challenge for manufacturers, making it difficult to 
ensure end-to-end quality and implement process 
improvements when errors do occur. With Pleora’s 
system, manufacturers can collect and save data on 
the number of suspected and confirmed defects, 
add operator notes on detected issues, and store 
product images for traceability, inventory & shipment 

management, and batch tracking.


